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Abstract1

Airway hyper-responsiveness (AHR) is a key characteristic of asthma that remains poorly2

understood. Tidal breathing and deep inspiration ordinarily cause rapid relaxation of airway3

smooth muscle(ASM) (as demonstrated via application of length fluctuations to tissue strips)4

and are therefore implicated in modulation of AHR, but in some cases (such as application of5

transmural pressure oscillations to isolated intact airways) this mechanism fails. Here we use6

a multiscale biomechanical model for intact airways, that incorporates strain-stiffening due to7

collagen recruitment and dynamic force generation by ASM cells, to show that the geometry8

of the airway, together with interplay between dynamic active and passive forces, give rise9

to large stress and compliance heterogeneities across the airway wall that are absent in tissue10

strips. We show further that these stress heterogeneities result in auxotonic loading conditions11

that are currently not replicated in tissue-strip experiments; stresses in the strip are similar12

to hoop stress only at the outer airway wall and are under- or over-estimates of stresses at13

the lumen. Taken together these results suggest that a previously underappreciated factor -14

stress heterogeneities within the airway wall and consequent ASM cellular response to this15

micromechanical environment - could contribute to AHR and should be explored further both16

theoretically and experimentally.17

Keywords: airway hyper-responsiveness, circumferential stress, extra-cellular matrix, tidal18

breathing, deep inspirations19

New and Noteworthy20

Airway geometry, and the interplay between dynamic active and passive forces, give rise to large21

stress and compliance heterogeneities across the broncho-constricted intact airway wall, that are22

absent in tissue-strips with identical properties. These findings suggest a redesign of loading proto-23

cols in tissue-strip experiments to better mimic the dramatically different micromechanical condi-24

tions experienced by airway smooth muscle cells in the intact airway. Consequent cellular response25

could play an important role in airway hyper-responsiveness.26
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1 Introduction27

Despite significant research effort, mechanisms underlying hyper-responsiveness (AHR) of airway28

smooth muscle (ASM) and consequent airway narrowing, a key characteristic of asthma, remain29

poorly understood. Factors that may modulate AHR in the presence of contractile agonist have30

been investigated experimentally through a variety of assays ranging from stretch experiments on31

ASM tissue strips [6, 3, 34] and precision cut lung slices [23] to applications of pressure and32

volume fluctuations on isolated intact airways [21, 28, 9]. The tissue strip assay, in particular, has33

been used extensively in numerous studies (e.g. most recently by Lan et al. [20]) aimed at inves-34

tigating AHR. Observations between the different experiments have sometimes been difficult to35

reconcile given the potentially different strains being imposed, the existence (or lack) of parenchy-36

mal tethering and changes in geometry such as between the strip and the intact airway. Here, we37

hypothesise that the geometry and structure of the intact airway wall in vivo and in vitro poten-38

tially provides a dynamic micromechanical environment to the ASM not present in the isolated39

ASM strip, which may in turn play an important role in AHR.40

In order to understand the influence of these different factors in both quasi-static and dynamic41

conditions, an ideal experiment would be one in which results from applying transmural pres-42

sure fluctuations to an intact airway could be compared directly with results from applying length43

or force fluctuations to a strip of ASM isolated from the same airway. Ideally also, identical44

loading conditions would be applied in both cases, with equivalent measures of contraction be-45

ing recorded. Given the difficulty of such a proposition, in this study we use a multiscale airway46

model developed previously [10] which significantly extends earlier models of airways embedded47

in parenchyma [19, 26, 17, 22, 33, 30] to effectively conduct such an experiment in silico (Fig. 1).48

This model assumes an intact thick-walled airway embedded in parenchyma, and accounts for: (i)49

non-linear elasticity of the airway wall (allowing for large deformations); (ii) extracellular matrix50

(ECM) through the addition of helical collagen fibres (recruited on inflation) within the airway51

wall; and (iii) dynamic force-generation through sub-cellular acto-myosin interactions modelled52

explicitly using the Huxley-Hai-Murphy model. Using this model we have previously illustrated53

the effect of applying contractile agonist on airway narrowing at different transmural pressures54
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and how the quasi-static pressure-radius relationships of isolated intact airways are modified ac-55

cordingly. Furthermore we demonstrated that application of fixed-amplitude transmural pressure56

(PTM ) fluctuations at a fixed mean PTM is able to reduce mean contractile force at the cell level57

within the airway, but the integrative response (which incorporates strain-stiffening through col-58

lagen recruitment) of the whole airway to the pressure fluctuations was typically of only a small59

increase in airway calibre relative to the static case (in agreement with experiment [21]). However,60

the same amplitude of PTM fluctuations could promote significant bronchodilation at transmural61

pressures in the most compliant part of the quasi-static PTM -radius curve. These predictions have62

been confirmed experimentally by Harvey et al. [9] who tested the effect of applying increasing63

amplitude PTM fluctuations at two values of simulated functional residual capacity (1cmH2O and64

5 cmH2O). They found significantly higher strains and bronchodilation at 1cmH2O, supportive of65

the hypothesis that greater bronchodilation of the airway is possible in the more compliant region66

of the PTM -radius curve.67

The purpose of the present study is twofold. First, we wish to explore the consequences of con-68

tractile force generation together with quasi-static and dynamic pressure fluctuations on the internal69

stresses in the airway wall and therefore the difference in the static versus dynamic microenviron-70

ment to which ASM is subjected within the airway wall. To date, this has not been possible in71

airway models in which the Laplace approximation for thin-walled cylinders has been assumed,72

or relatively simple force-velocity or force-length relationships have been prescribed. Secondly73

we wish to investigate the effect of applying identical strains to both an intact airway and a tissue74

strip on the stresses experienced by ASM. To achieve this, we develop a model for the tissue strip75

with the appropriately modified geometry (i.e. that of a narrow strip “cut” from a circumferential76

segment of the virtual airway; Fig. 1) where we apply the same material properties and modelling77

assumptions as we did for the airway wall [10]. We mimic the application of both quasi-static78

pressure changes and time-dependent PTM fluctuations to the airway model to fully explore and79

quantify the resulting circumferential strains and circumferential (hoop) stresses within the airway80

wall (Fig. 2). We then apply the circumferential strain predictions from the airway model to the81

tissue strip as longitudinal time-dependent length fluctuations. These result in longitudinal stresses82

in the strip that can then be directly compared with circumferential stresses within the airway wall.83
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Figure 1: Schematic of the circular ASM and collagen fibres embedded within the intact isolated
airway wall and the virtual tissue strip as though cut from the original airway. In reality the strips
can be as long as depicted; e.g. typical dimensions from Lan et al. [20] are 1–1.5 mm wide, 0.2–0.3
mm thick, and ∼ 6 mm in length from a sheep trachea that has a diameter ∼ 25mm.

We are thus able to carry out a systematic comparison between intact airways and tissue strips to84

specifically investigate the effect of (i) geometry (circular airway versus long thin rectangular strip)85

and (ii) modification of smooth muscle to collagen content (as may occur in preparation of strips86

in experiment).87

2 Methods88

In this section we briefly describe two mathematical models, one for an intact airway and the other89

for a tissue strip, and outline the simulations that enable us to compare the two cases. Full details90

for the airway model are provided in Hiorns et al. [10] and details for the tissue strip model are91

provided in the Appendix.92

2.1 Intact airway model93

We model an airway as an axisymmetric thick-walled cylinder of fixed length in a plane-strain94

approximation (with no axial displacement). We assume that the airway wall is an incompressible95

non-linear elastic material embedded with fibres representing ASM and collagen that form rings in96

the airway wall (Fig. 1). The fibres combine both passive and active functions: they stiffen during97

inflation (above a threshold strain) to mimic recruitment of collagen within the ECM and they98
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generate a contractile force upon ASM activation. The passive features contribute stiffness to an99

inflated airway, for which an exponential increase in energy in the fibres is required to stretch the100

fibres further. Two parameters, C1 and C2, govern the stiffness of the fibres: C1 takes into account101

the density of fibres (assumed to be uniformly distributed across the airway wall) and their stiffness102

when stretched a small amount; C2 governs the nonlinear increase in the stiffness of the fibres as103

they stretch. The magnitude of the contractile force, generated through application of agonist, is104

determined via the Huxley-Hai-Murphy (HHM) model [27], which yields the number and stretch105

of attached crossbridges and hence the force generated by a single contractile unit (consisting of106

a myosin filament and adjacent actin filaments). In order to calculate the contractile force per107

unit cross-sectional area of tissue, A, we multiply the force generated by a contractile unit (i.e.,108

an actin-myosin filament pair) by a parameter β, that takes into account the volume fraction of109

the ASM fibres, and the number of parallel myosin filaments within a single ASM fibre [10]. In110

order to couple the velocity of the contractile unit to that of the tissue, we relate the length of the111

fibre to that of a contractile unit as described in Hiorns et al. [10]. We assume that the airway is112

isolated from the parenchyma and that initially an internal stress is applied to the airway to partially113

inflate it (as done experimentally). In order to mimic pressure fluctuations applied experimentally,114

a time-dependent force is applied at the inner boundary of the airway.115

Upon activation via agonist or on application of a transmural pressure, airway wall deformation116

is characterised by changes in the undeformed inner and outer wall radii (Ra and Rb respectively;117

Fig. 2) to deformed inner and outer airway wall radii (ra and rb respectively which may be functions118

of time; Fig. 2). Resulting stresses in the radial, hoop and axial directions are written as τrr, τθθ119

and τzz respectively; the radial stress at the lumen boundary is τa and the radial stress at the outer120

boundary is τb. Coupling of the sub-cellular HHM model to the non-linear elasticity model of the121

airway enables prediction of dynamic changes in contractile force, radial and hoop stresses and122

airway wall deformations.123
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2.2 Tissue strip model124

We model the tissue strip as a long thin strip of non-linear elastic material embedded with ASM125

and collagen fibres oriented longitudinally (full details are given in the Appendix), under the as-126

sumption that a strip is cut perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the airway (Figs. 1(c) and127

2). In order to carry out the in silico experiment suggested in Fig. 1 we assume identical material128

properties and fibre stiffness and density parameters as the airway wall. We neglect the intrinsic129

curvature of an excised slice that may exist by assuming that the strip has a stress-free state in130

which it is straight. Length fluctuations are applied to the model of the tissue strip and the cor-131

responding contractile force generated by the ASM and resultant stresses are predicted. We also132

investigate variations in the density of ECM and ASM by varying the parameter C1 associated133

with fibre stiffness. The only non-zero stress is in the axial (s-) direction , τss (Fig. 2). Ignoring134

boundary effects, τss is spatially independent, depending only on the stretch of the strip and the135

amount of agonist (see Appendix). This is in contrast to τrr and τθθ above, which depend on radial136

position.137

3 Results138

We have previously established the validity of our airway model [10] by comparing simulation139

predictions (of the effect of transmural pressure oscillations on lumen radius) with experimental140

data from LaPrad et al. [21]. Here we focus on the effect of quasi-static changes and dynamic141

oscillations in transmural pressure on hoop stresses within the airway wall and compare these to142

longitudinal stresses predicted via tissue strip simulations. We then explore the effect of modifi-143

cations to smooth muscle content on hoop stresses within the wall and again consider how these144

compare to longitudinal stresses in the tissue strip.145

The simulations are based on the two experimental protocols of LaPrad et al. [21]. In each146

protocol, the airway begins in a pre-stressed state, in which agonist concentration is zero and some147

initial transmural pressure (PTM0) is applied. The subsequent protocols are as follows.148

Protocol 1: Increasing levels of agonist concentration are applied to the airway (each period is 12149
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Deformation
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(as longitudinal stretch)
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Figure 2: The airway is assumed to be an axisymmetric cylinder of fixed length. Ra and Rb are the
undeformed radii of the inner wall of the airway (lumen) and outer wall of the airway respectively.
ra and rb are the corresponding deformed radii. Rings of ASM and collagen fibres are embedded
into the airway with representative fibres shown as dashed lines located at a general radius R and
r in the undeformed and deformed states respectively. There are many such fibres, represented in
the model as a density. The active contractile force, A, produced within the fibres is governed by
the Huxley-Hai-Murphy model developed by Mijailovich et al. [27] which combines the Huxley
sliding theory [15] and and the Hai-Murphy four-state theory [8] (see [10] for details). The tissue
strip is assumed to be long and thin. Fibres are embedded in the strip along the s-axis (shown by
dashed lines). Material parameters are the same as in the airway wall. Application of transmural
pressure fluctuations and agonist in the model gives predictions of time-dependent circumferential
strains and stresses within the airway. The dynamic circumferential strain at the undeformed mid-
point of the wall (Rb − Ra)/2 is applied to the tissue strip as a length fluctuation which results
in the generation of dynamic longitudinal stress. The predicted circumferential (hoop) stress and
longitudinal stresses are compared with each other.
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Case PTM0 ∆PTM k1(s−1) χ β g1(s−1)
Protocol 1 7.5 0, 2.5 0.005, 0.025, 0.05 0.3Ra 100 0.1
Protocol 2 5 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5 0.025 0.3Ra 100 0.1, 0.01

Table 1: Table of the parameters used in the airway for the two protocols. Pressures are measured in
cmH20. χ represents the wall thickness in terms of the lumen radius when zero transmural pressure
is applied. k1 is the phosphorylation rate of myosin crossbridges via myosin light chain kinase
(in the HHM model) and is proportional to agonist level in our simulations. g1 is a parameter that
governs the strain-dependent detachment of so-called latch bridges (in the HHM model); remaining
rate parameters used are as given in Mijailovich et al. [27].

minutes) during (i) static conditions and (ii) application of transmural pressure oscillations150

of fixed amplitude to mimic tidal breathing.151

Protocol 2: Initially agonist is applied to the airway so that it contracts for 15 minutes. Transmural152

pressure oscillations of increasing amplitude (each for 15 minutes) are then applied to the153

constricted airway while agonist concentration is held fixed.154

In these simulations, the contractile force generated through application of increasing agonist con-155

centration is mimicked by varying the myosin light chain kinase rate constant (k1) in the HHM156

model. The application of a transmural pressure difference, PTM , is achieved by prescribing157

PTM = PTM0 + ∆PTM sin

(
2πt

t0

)
, (3.1)

where ∆PTM is the amplitude of the transmural pressure oscillations. Here the period of oscillation158

t0 = 5s matches the experiments of LaPrad et al. [21]. Table 1 gives the parameter values used for159

each protocol. The transmural pressure is generated by setting the stress at the outer boundary, τb,160

to zero and varying the stress acting on the lumen, τa, in the time-dependent manner described by161

(3.1) with τa = PTM . These boundary conditions are chosen specifically to match experimental162

conditions; the appropriate boundary condition for simulating an in vivo case would be to vary τb163

and fix τa, mimicking the effect of the pleural pressure pulling the airway outward. For the airways164

used in the experiments of LaPrad et al. [21], under zero transmural pressure, the undeformed165

thickness is approximately 0.3 times the lumen radius (Rb = 1.3Ra).166
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3.1 Effect of transmural pressure oscillations on hoop stress and regional167

compliance.168

Although the lumen radius, airway wall thickness and strain can be measured experimentally in169

isolated intact airways [21, 9] and in precision-cut lung slices [33, 23], ASM and transmural pres-170

sures generate hoop (or circumferential) and radial stresses in the airway wall that are not currently171

amenable to observation. These are important quantities for understanding the tissue microenvi-172

ronment and for direct comparison with tissue strip experiments, as the hoop stress is the most173

equivalent to the longitudinal force generated in tissue strips; the tension in the strip is propor-174

tional to the longitudinal stress along it. The stress heterogeneity across the airway wall predicted175

by Brook et al. [4] is also predicted by the present model for static transmural pressure (Fig. 3(a))176

applied to an activated airway. At PTM = 7.5cm H2O, the static hoop stress, τθθ at the inner177

wall decreases with increasing agonist (and can become compressive; see later) while it remains178

tensile at the outer wall (Fig. 3(a)). The compressive hoop stress can be explained by considering179

the forces acting on a tissue element within the airway wall (Fig. 3(b)). Close to the lumen, the180

active component of the hoop stress, pulling the faces of the element inwards, can be smaller in181

magnitude than the passive component of the element pushing outwards (like an internal spring in182

compression). Closer to the outer wall, the active component of the hoop stress is greater than the183

passive component, generating a tensile force.184

These stress distributions are modified by the applied transmural pressure (via the radial stresses185

τrr; Fig. 3(b)) and the level of activation of smooth muscle as illustrated in Fig. 4. This figure shows186

static hoop stress-radius curves (black curves) for increasing agonist. Superimposed on these are187

static transmural pressure isolines (red and blue curves) indicating how application of a given static188

PTM results in a particular radius and hoop stress. In order to highlight the effect of the stress het-189

erogeneity, stress-radius curves are shown for hoop stress at the outer radius (Fig. 4(a)) as well190

as at the lumen radius (Fig. 4(b)). We also superimpose on these the dynamic stress-radius loops191

that result from PTM oscillations for Protocol 1 (green loops) and Protocol 2 (magenta loops). We192

observe the following strikingly contrasting behaviour between the outer wall and inner wall.193

194
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Figure 3: (a) Static hoop stress plotted as a function of position within the airway wall at
PTM = 7.5cm H2O for increasing agonist, with the black curve representing hoop stress distri-
bution at zero agonist and the red curve the highest agonist level k1 = 0.05, used in Protocol 1
simulations. (b) Schematic illustrating the magnitude of the active force, A (width of the arrows
indicate magnitude), relative to the passive forces within a tissue element near the lumen and the
outer wall. Near the lumen, the active force can be smaller than the passive force and so the result-
ing hoop stress on neighbouring elements can be compressive (i.e. τθθ < 0) while at the outer wall
the active force can be much greater generating a tensile hoop stress (τθθ > 0). ECM contributes
to the passive forces as it is recruited during stretch, but not during shortening when it becomes
de-recruited.
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Figure 4: (a) Static hoop stress at the outer wall plotted as a function of the outer radius and (b)
static hoop stress at the lumen plotted as a function of lumen radius for increasing agonist (black
curves; k1 = 0 up to k1 = 0.05). Points on the black curves that are of equal transmural pressure
are connected by the red and blue curves and are effectively transmural pressure isolines. Green
hoop-stress/radius loops are results of the Protocol 1 simulations showing the effect of increasing
agonist on transmural pressure oscillations of fixed amplitude with PTM0=7.5cmH2O. Magenta
hoop-stress/radius loops are results of Protocol 2 simulations in which increasing amplitude pres-
sure oscillations are applied about PTM0=5cmH2O at a fixed agonist level. The dark blue solid
circle refers to the unactivated, unstressed state, the cyan solid circle refers to the baseline (ini-
tially prestressed) state (B) and the grey solid circle refers to the contracted (C) state (i.e., after
application of agonist) for Protocol 2 simulations. Short green arrows indicate the shift from the
static hoop stress and radius at PTM0 to the mean hoop stress and radius of each green loop for
Protocol 1 simulations indicated by the black open circles. Magenta arrows indicate the shift from
the grey solid circle for the Protocol 2 simulations. Inset (a): a zoom-in of the isopressure curves
for PTM0=2.5 and 5 cmH2O showing modification in hoop stress - radius behaviour. Inset (b):
dimensionless hoop-stress at lumen and outer wall as functions of strain overlaid on each other to
illustrate different stress-strain behaviour at the two airway locations.
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For PTM ≤ 0 and increasing agonist, static hoop stress increases at the outer wall, but de-195

creases at the lumen. The static outer hoop stress and undeformed outer radius for a non-activated196

airway are given by the intersection of the zero-agonist curve and the zero PTM curve (Fig. 4(a)).197

Increasing agonist while keeping PTM = 0 causes an increase in hoop stress at the outer wall198

as the airway narrows. This is as would be expected, given that contractile force increases with199

increasing agonist. This is also true for negative transmural pressure as indicated by the light blue200

curves for PTM < 0. At the lumen, however, the hoop stress decreases with increasing agonist (as201

is so for all PTM ). We return to this point in the Discussion.202

203

For a range of positive transmural pressures, agonist-induced contraction can reduce hoop204

stress at the outer wall by de-recruitment of collagen fibres. In contrast to previous theoretical205

predictions [22] (reproduced in Fig. 8(b) below) in which hoop stress always increases for increas-206

ing contraction, for a range of transmural pressures (red curves in Fig. 4(a)) we find that hoop207

stress decreases to a minimum with increasing agonist before increasing again (inset in Fig. 4(a)).208

This can be explained by considering the following events. Application of a positive transmural209

pressure with no agonist causes distension of the airway (moving up the zero agonist curve) above210

the threshold at which collagen is recruited. This causes the passive component of the hoop stress211

to increase as a result of non-linear strain stiffening. Application of agonist from this point, while212

keeping transmural pressure fixed, causes the airway to contract, reducing the outer wall radius213

(red curves and inset of Fig. 4(a)), in the process de-recruiting collagen fibres and leading to an214

initial decrease in hoop stress. The decrease in the magnitude of the passive component is thus215

greater than the increase in the active component due to increased agonist. At radii below the216

collagen recruitment threshold, agonist-driven increase in the active force dominates and ensuing217

behaviour is as expected (i.e. hoop stress now increases with further increase in agonist).218

219

The quasi-static mechanical behaviour of the airway is significantly modified in the dynamic220

regime. Protocol 1 oscillations are applied at a mean of 7.5cmH2O, but the mean values of the221

outer hoop-stress and outer radii (open black circles in Fig. 4(a)) of each of the stable oscilla-222

tory solutions (green loops) now follow a different pressure isoline that appears to have shifted223
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Figure 5: (a-b) Static stiffness at the lumen plotted as a function of the lumen radius (yellow curves)
and the static stiffness at the outer wall plotted as a function of the outer wall radius (green curves)
for (a) zero agonist and (b) application of the highest agonist level (k = 0.05). The stiffness is
determined by calculating the slope of the stress-radius curves in Fig. 4. Solid blue, cyan and grey
circles indicate the static stiffness at static PTM = 0, 7.5 and 10 cm H2O respectively.(c) Lumen
and (d) outer wall compliances (the reciprocal of the slope of the stress-radius curves) for each
agonist level used in Protocol 1 simulations, for PTM = 0, 7.5 and 10 cm H2O (blue, cyan and
grey bars respectively) and dynamic compliances (red bars) for each agonist level resulting from
application of PTM fluctuations about PTM0 = 7.5 cm H2O. The dynamic compliances shown
here are calculated by determining the reciprocal of the mean slope of the green loops (Protocol 1
simulations) in Fig. 4.
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downwards and closer to the static 5cmH2O curve. In each Protocol 1 case, therefore, there is a224

reduction in outer hoop stress (thick green arrows) compared with the static hoop stress, but not225

always a corresponding increase in outer airway wall radius. In contrast, the Protocol 2 mean dy-226

namic outer radii (magenta loops) increase significantly from the static case (grey circle) and in227

proportion to ∆PTM (magenta arrows), but the change in mean stress is relatively small. At the lu-228

men (Fig. 4(b)) however, the modification to the pressure isoline for Protocol 1 (open black circles)229

does not follow the downward shift seen at the outer radius. Application of PTM oscillations at230

low agonist causes an increase in hoop stress (right-most green arrow) in contrast with the higher231

agonist loops (left-most green arrows).232

233

The stiffness of the airway wall varies from lumen to outer wall and depends on agonist level.234

The contrasting behaviour between the lumen and outer wall can be explained by comparing the235

static stiffness of the airway wall for low and high agonist levels (Fig. 5) and between lumen and236

outer wall (yellow vs green curves in Figs. 5(a-b)). We observe that the stiffness curves are shifted237

dramatically at high agonist levels (Fig. 5(b) compared with (a)) and that the stiffnesses at the238

selected PTM points vary significantly between low and high agonist levels and between lumen239

and airway wall (compare cyan circles between Figs. 5(a) and (b)). The effect of PTM oscillations240

on the compliance of the airway wall is evident in Fig. 5(c-d). At higher agonist levels, at both241

the lumen and outer wall, there is a marked decrease in mean dynamic compliance relative to the242

static compliance (red bars compared with cyan bars in Fig. 5(c,d)). So, in particular, although243

there is a small increase in outer wall radius (left-most green loops in Fig. 4(a)), the airway wall244

in this region has become very stiff and therefore cannot admit large changes in radius in the final245

oscillatory solution. The magnitude change in mean hoop stress appears not to depend strongly on246

the degree of activation which may be explained by it being offset by the significant decrease in247

compliance (Fig. 5(d)). The only case where oscillatory dynamic loading leads to a compliance that248

is similar to that of the static case is at the outer wall for the lowest agonist level. The contrasting249

behaviour between the airway wall at the lumen and at the outer wall is thus a result of the complex250

interaction between the contractile force and effective non-linear behaviour of the different regions251

of the activated airways (Fig. 5(a,b)). This is a consequence of the circular geometry and finite252
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Figure 6: (a) Normalised ASM density per unit volume within the airway wall plotted as a function
of normalised airway wall radius representing a uniform distribution of ASM across the whole
layer (blue curve) and localisation of ASM closer to the lumen in which the distribution β(R) ∝
exp (−13.1(R−Ra)

2) (orange curve). (b) Static internal (red curves) and external (blue curves)
stress plotted as a function of lumen and outer radius respectively, for passive airways (solid),
activated uniformly distributed ASM (dashed) and activated non-uniformly distributed ASM (dot-
dashed). (c) Protocol 1 dynamic lumen hoop stress-radius loops for uniform ASM (blue) and
non-uniform ASM (orange). (d) Protocol 1 dynamic outer hoop stress-radius loops for uniform
ASM (blue) and non-uniform ASM (orange). All activation is with k1 = 0.025s−1.
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thickness of the airway wall.253

254

Structural heterogeneity in ASM density exaggerates stress heterogeneity across the airway255

wall. So far we have assumed a uniform density of ASM fibres across the airway wall. However,256

histological lung sections and precision-cut lung slices show localisation of ASM muscle bundles257

closer to the lumen than the outer wall. We therefore modify the parameter β, which accounts for258

the density of ASM fibres per unit volume in the airway model (see Eqn S.33 in the Supplementary259

Material of [10])), to a function of the undeformed radius so that β(R) now describes a non-260

uniform distribution of ASM across the airway wall (orange curve in Fig. 6(a)). In order to maintain261

consistency with previous results, we have chosen the parameters in describing β(R) to ensure that262

the area under the curve (total amount of ASM) matches that of the uniform case (blue curve in263

Fig. 6(a)). Quasi-static lumen and outer wall stress-radius curves for increasing transmural pressure264

(Fig. 6(b)) show that hoop stress heterogeneity in the activated airway (k1 = 0.025s−1) is further265

exaggerated for the non-unifom case compared with the uniform case. The exaggeration in stress266

heterogeneity persists on application of PTM oscillations (Protocol 1, k1 = 0.025s−1) as shown267

in Figs. 6(c,d). At the lumen, the pressure fluctuations drive greater bronchodilation (Fig. 6(c)),268

presumably because the oscillatory strain is imposed on a greater proportion of the ASM near the269

lumen compared with the uniform case. However at the lumen, the mean hoop stress, and regional270

stiffness (mean slope of the stress-radius loop) are greater in the non-uniform (orange loop in271

Fig. 6(c)) than in the uniform case (blue loop). In contrast, at the outer radius, the mean hoop272

stress is less in the non-uniform case (Fig. 6(d)), but appear to exhibit similar regional stiffness to273

the uniform case. These findings suggest that the tissue strip should be taken much closer to the274

lumen where the muscle is located.275

3.2 Comparisons of intact airway model predictions with tissue strip model276

simulations277

Our model provides us with a tool to investigate, in silico, the effect of different loading conditions278

and the in vivo environment on the intact airway and the tissue strip. The simulations outlined279
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below use parameter values given in Table 1. The strain amplitudes from the airway simulations280

are applied as static or oscillatory stretches to the tissue strip. The stretch of fibres located at dif-281

ferent radii across the airway wall is not uniform. We therefore determine the stretch experienced282

by fibres in the middle of the airway wall, apply this stretch to the strip (effectively taking the strip283

to the same in situ length as in the airway at the start of the simulation), and then compare stresses284

(Fig. 2). It is likely that the process of isolating the airway strip requires removal of some ECM285

associated with the basement membrane. Comparisons are therefore also made to a modified strip286

for which the density of the ECM and ASM fibres are decreased and increased respectively by 50%.287

288

Although identical stretches are applied to both strip and airway, the longitudinal stress in289

the strip resembles the hoop stress only at the outer wall of the airway. The hoop stresses at290

the inner and outer boundaries of the airway wall are compared with the longitudinal stress along291

the tissue strip in Fig. 7. The curved geometry of the intact airway generates stress heterogeneity292

across the airway wall (Fig. 3; Brook et al. [4]). Therefore in the initial stressed state the hoop293

stress is greater at the inner boundary (red curves in Figs. 7(a-c)), while with a sufficiently large294

concentration of agonist the hoop stress is greater at the outer boundary (green curve). Although295

the stretch applied to the tissue strip is equal to the stretch at the mid point of the airway wall, the296

stress within the strip (blue curves) resembles the hoop stress at the outer boundary of the airway297

wall, and falls within the range of stresses experienced by the intact wall (Figs. 7(g, j)). For pro-298

tocol 2, the hoop stress at the inner boundary of the wall is sometimes compressive for part of the299

steady oscillatory loops, indicating stress heterogeneities within the wall, with the inner part expe-300

riencing compressive stresses while the outer part experiences tensile stresses. It is also possible301

for the stress within the strip to be compressive, as seen in Fig. 7(k), but not heterogeneous. Larger302

amplitude stretches result in greater hysteresis (Figs. 7(d,k,l)).303

304

At high agonist levels, longitudinal stresses in the modified tissue strip are greater than hoop305

stresses in the airway wall. Also plotted in Fig. 7 is the longitudinal stress in a modified tissue306

strip (black curves), for which the collagen and ASM volume fractions are respectively decreased307

and increased by 50%. For both protocols when the strips are agonist-free, the reduced collagen308
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Figure 7: Plots of the dynamic hoop stress as a function of dynamic stretch (resulting from ap-
plication of PTM fluctuations) at the inner (red) and outer (green) boundaries of the airway wall
and longitudinal stress in a tissue strip (blue) plotted as a function of (a) k1 and (b-c) ∆PTM . In
(b-c), B on the x-axis refers to the baseline (initially prestressed) state (cyan circle in Fig. 4) and
C refers to the contracted state i.e., after application of agonist (grey circle in Fig. 4). Also plotted
is the resultant stress in a modified strip (black) i.e. when the influence of the ASM and collagen
are respectively increased and decreased by 50%. All the resultant stresses (at the lumen, outer
radius and in the strip) are reported as functions of the stretch applied at the mid-line of the air-
way thus allowing the loops to have the same x-axis range and enabling effective comparison of
the corresponding magnitude of stress. The left column contains results for Protocol 1, with the
dashed and solid lines indicating the static and tidal transmural pressures (respectively). Dynamic
force-length loops for a single pressure oscillation are shown for (d) k1 = 0.005, (g) k1 = 0.025
and (j) k1 = 0.05. Results for Protocol 2 are shown for either g1 = 0.1 (middle column) or
g1 = 0.01 (right column) - a parameter that governs the strain-dependent detachment of so-called
latch bridges (in the HHM model). Dynamic force-length loops for a single pressure oscillation
are shown for (e,f) ∆PTM = 1.25 cmH20, (h,i) ∆PTM = 2.5 cmH20 and (k,l) ∆PTM = 5 cmH20.
Note that for dynamic cases the stress is plotted at the end of a complete oscillation.
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fraction in the modified strip leads to a smaller stress (Fig. 7(a-c)). This behaviour is modified in309

the presence of agonist. For protocol 1, as the strip is activated and contracts, the contribution of310

the collagen to the stress reduces exponentially, with smaller reduction in the modified strip, except311

when the smooth muscle is contracted and the collagen does not contribute to the stress. However,312

there are greater increases in the stress due to contributions from the ASM in the modified strip as313

k1 increases. In contrast, as k1 increases in the original strip, the stress due to ASM forcing is never314

dominant so there is a reduction in the stress (blue curves in Figs. 7(a,d,g,j). At the highest agonist315

level both strips are sufficiently contracted for the collagen to have no effect and the increased316

ASM content of the modified strip results in a greater stress.317

For protocol 2 (g1 = 0.1), in the contracted state the fibres are compressed, and small amplitude318

oscillations (1.25, 2.5cmH20; Figs. 7(e) → (h)) result in insufficient collagen recruitment and so319

contribute little to the resultant stress. Further increase in oscillation amplitude increases the range320

of stretch giving rise to increased disruption of crossbridge cycling so there is more hysteresis. At321

the same time however, increased stretch causes collagen recruitment, leading to an increase in322

the peak stress (Fig. 7(k)). When g1 = 0.01 the smooth muscle remains contracted (e.g. compare323

range of resultant stretch between Fig. 7(k) and (l)) for all the amplitudes of pressure oscillations,324

with an increase in hysteresis as the oscillation amplitude increases (Figs. 7(f,i,l)).325

326

For identical oscillatory stretches, mechanical loads experienced by ASM within the airway327

wall are not identical to those experienced by ASM in the tissue strip. We now compare the328

predicted static radii and hoop-stresses of the airway (red circles in Fig. 8(a)) with equivalent329

tissue-strip length and static longitudinal stresses (green diamonds in Fig. 8(a)) under increasing330

agonist. If strips are subjected to fixed-amplitude length oscillations (green arrows in Fig. 8(a))331

under increasing agonist, the operating points (green diamonds) are at very different parts of the332

stress-strain curve to those in the intact airway (red circles) and therefore have different baseline333

stiffness or compliance. Applying fixed-amplitude force oscillations (blue arrows in Fig. 8(a)),334

for increasing agonist, gives operating points indicated by the blue squares in Fig. 8(a) which are335

closer to the intact airway (red circles). However, both force- and length-oscillations in the strip336

(green and blue arrows) will not necessarily follow the initial path followed by applying pressure337
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Figure 8: (a) Hoop stress at outer wall plotted as a function of outer radius for increasing agonist
(black curves) as in Fig. 4(a), with transmural pressure iso-lines (red curves). Lowest black square
is hoop stress and outer radius in the undeformed, unactivated state. Heavy black curve on the zero
agonist curve indicates change in hoop stress and outer radius as a result of increasing transmural
pressure from 0 to 7.5cmH2O in the unactivated airway. Green diamonds indicate longitudinal
stress that would be applied to a tissue strip held at fixed length in the presence of increasing
agonist (isometric experiments); green arrows indicate initial paths that may be taken to apply
length oscillations. Blue squares indicate operating points of longitudinal stress and tissue-strip
length, for a strip under a fixed load (isotonic experiments) in the presence of increasing agonist;
blue arrows indicate initial paths that may be taken to apply force oscillations. Solid red circles
indicate operating points of hoop stress and outer wall radius in the presence of increasing agonist
for fixed static transmural pressure for which both force and radius vary (auxotonic loading) along
the initial paths indicated by the red arrows. (b) Force-length load characteristics predicted by
Latourelle et al. [22] for an airway by assuming the pressure-radius relationship of Lambert et al.
[18] and the Laplace approximation for thin walls (reproduced with permission from the APS).
F/Fo is the muscle force relative to optimal force; L/Lmax is the muscle length relative to Lmax
(the length of relaxed muscle at a transpulmonary pressure of 30 cmH2O). Equivalent stress-radius
load characteristics for our model at (c) the lumen and (d) the outer wall (extracted from blue and
red curves in Fig. 4) for PTM ranging from 0 to 10 cm H2O. τmax and rmax are the hoop stress and
radius respectively at either the lumen or at the outer wall at PTM = 10 cm H2O.
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oscillations as indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 8(a). These differences are further magnified338

when compared with the stress-radius curves at the lumen. Experimental measurements, however,339

focus on lumen radius, where the hoop stresses are significantly different to those in the tissue340

strip and for which the behaviour departs from that of the outer wall (Fig. 4(a)). In an attempt341

to more accurately mimic application of transmural pressure oscillations, that were neither length-342

nor force-driven (auxotonic load-driven), to tissue strips, Latourelle et al. [22] predicted theoretical343

force-length characteristics to drive a servo-controller in tissue-strip experiments (Fig. 8(b)). Their344

loading condition, however, was based on the semi-empirical pressure-radius relationship of Lam-345

bert et al. [18] and the Laplace approximation for thin walls. We can make a direct comparison346

between the load characteristics of Latourelle et al. [22] by extracting the equivalent forces and347

lengths from our model predictions (red and blue curves in Fig. 4), which are shown in Fig. 8(c-348

d). The Latourelle et al. [22] results show a universal decrease in force with increase in length349

characterised by the sigmoidal curves in Fig. 8(b). In contrast, load characteristics at the lumen350

(Fig. 8(c)), predicted by our model, show a universal increase in hoop stress with increase in length.351

The load characteristics at the outer wall Fig. 8(d), from our model are qualitatively similar to the352

curves in Fig. 8(b) for PTM = 0 and 2.5 cm H2O, but more generally reveal the complex behaviour353

discussed above, resulting from interactions between internally generated forces by the ASM and354

strain-stiffening of collagen.355

In summary, for identical oscillatory stretches, the tissue strip fails to replicate the mechanical356

behaviour of the inner wall. The similarity in outer-wall hoop stress of the airway and that of the357

unmodified strip suggests that the effect of increasing agonist for auxotonic loading conditions358

(where neither load nor length are held fixed) is more likely to be depicted by the pressure isoline359

curves shown in Fig. 4(a). Identical stretches applied to the modified tissue strip further exaggerate360

differences between the mechanical behaviour of the airway and the strip, with measurements of361

contractile force in the tissue strip potentially overestimating those that may occur in the airway.362

These results strongly suggest that the non-linear strain-stiffening effect of the extracellular matrix363

in the in vivo environment contributes to the integrated dynamic response of the airway to pressure364

oscillations, which the modified tissue strip fails to replicate.365
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4 Discussion366

In order to understand mechanisms underlying AHR in asthma, we have previously developed and367

validated a multiscale model of an intact airway embedded in parenchyma accounting for helical368

ASM and collagen fibres within the non-linear elastic matrix of the tissue in the airway wall [10].369

Contractile force generated by ASM cells is determined via the HHM model for sub-cellular cross-370

bridge dynamics and is dynamically coupled to the tissue mechanics through the embedded ASM371

fibres, significantly extending previous airway models [19, 26, 17, 22, 33, 30]. In our previous372

study [10] we showed that the application of transmural pressure to the activated airway dictated373

the effective static stiffness of the airway wall. In turn, higher effective airway stiffness was shown374

to limit the amount of strain that could be transmitted to the contractile machinery in the ASM cell,375

limiting the degree of bronchodilation that could be achieved. In the present study we have addi-376

tionally developed a model for a tissue strip which is assumed to have identical material properties377

to that of the intact airway, with longitudinally embedded ASM and collagen fibres. This work378

allows us to understand the effect of quasi-static and dynamic pressure changes, the combined role379

of actin-myosin dynamics and non-linear tissue-level mechanics in generating internal stresses in380

the intact airway (currently inaccessible via experiment) and how these compare with the stress381

in a tissue strip. It also allows us to fully explore the effect of geometry on the micromechanical382

environment that may exist in the intact airway.383

384

ASM force generation and collagen recruitment contribute to stress heterogeneity in the airway385

wall386

We find the resultant hoop stresses in the airway wall are heterogenous across the airway wall (in387

agreement with the linear-elastic model predictions of Brook et al. [4] and illustrated above (Figs. 3388

and 4). Furthermore the nature of the heterogeneity varies significantly with agonist concentration389

(with the lumen hoop stress greater than at the outer boundary at low agonist concentrations but390

lower at high agonist concentrations (Figs. 3, 7(a)) and hardly varies for increasing amplitude of391

pressure fluctuations for small g1 i.e. for low detachment rate of latch bridges (Fig. 7(c)). The392

decrease in stress with increase in agonist concentration (Fig. 4(c)) is counter-intuitive at first393
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glance. To explain this, we note that as PTM is increased for the unactivated airway (moving394

up the zero-agonist curve in Fig. 4(b)), the lumen hoop stress increases significantly; for the same395

strain and applied PTM , the lumen hoop stress is greater than the hoop stress at the outer wall (inset396

of Fig. 4(b)) and places the lumen radius on a much stiffer part of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 5).397

Consequently, although agonist increases contractile force, it causes only a small reduction in398

lumen radius.399

This behaviour is a direct consequence of the fact that airway radius cannot be held at some400

fixed value (as tends to be done in isometric tissue-strip experiments), so that as the airway con-401

tracts (from an initially stretched state), the stretch experienced by the airway moves from where402

collagen stiffness dominates (Fig. 7(d)), to a point where collagen is derecruited (Fig. 7(j)), so that403

the mid-point of the stretch oscillation moves down the stress-strain curve (Fig. 4). Given that the404

stress-strain curve combines the effect of stiffening due to collagen recruitment at large transmural405

pressures and stiffening due to contraction at lower transmural pressure, this change in“operating”406

radius is more likely to occur in vivo and is not accounted for in tissue strip experiments. Indeed, at407

a fixed operating length, increasing agonist concentration would result in increased hoop stresses.408

Furthermore, the same mechanism causes the mid-point of the stretch oscillation in the airway409

wall to increase with increasing amplitude of oscillation for larger latch-bridge detachment rate, g1,410

(Figs. 7(e→k)) thus moving up the stress-strain curve, and therefore to an effectively stiffer airway.411

This explains the increase in stress for increasing amplitude pressure fluctuations (Figs. 4(b), 7(b));412

the balance between contributions due to ECM stiffness and contracted ASM stiffness shifts from413

the latter to the former. The almost flat stress curves for smaller latch-bridge detachment rate g1414

(Fig. 7(b)) are a result of the stretches remaining well below the collagen recruitment threshold415

(Figs. 7(f→l)).416

Furthermore our model predicts that structural heterogeneities, such as those that arise from417

localisation of ASM bundles closer to the lumen, exaggerate quasi-static and dynamic stress het-418

erogeneities across the airway (Fig. 6). This appears to be a consequence of transmission of strain419

to a greater proportion of the activated muscle (as this is located closer to the lumen) in the isolated420

airway, under the protocol simulated here whereby PTM fluctuations are imposed by applying in-421

ternal pressure oscillations. Whether or not this would be the case if PTM fluctuations are imposed422
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through application of external pressure oscillations (which may be closer to what occurs during423

tidal breathing in vivo), requires further theoretical and experimental investigation.424

Taken together these results strongly suggest that the non-linear strain-stiffening effects of the425

extracellular matrix in the in vivo environment play a hitherto underappreciated role in the inte-426

grated response of the airway to pressure oscillations, which the tissue strip fails to replicate.427

428

429

ASM force generation and collagen recruitment contribute to compliance heterogeneity in the air-430

way wall431

The counter-intuitive observations above are a result of intricate relationships between strain-432

stiffening at high transmural pressure and the effect of airway narrowing at high agonist levels.433

We can effectively capture the inter-relationships by considering regional compliance which is a434

measure of the amount of stretch required to generate a hoop stress at a particular location (Fig. 5).435

The heterogeneity in stiffness (resulting from different hoop stresses at the lumen compared to436

those at the outer wall) is readily observed in Fig 5(a,c,d) where the given increases in transmural437

pressure result in different static stiffnesses at the lumen compared with the outer wall. In contrast,438

application of agonist causes a shift of the static stiffness-radius curves to the right which, in com-439

bination with the non-linearity of the static stiffness-radius curves, causes a decrease in stiffness at440

both the lumen and outer wall for the given increases in transmural pressure (Fig 5(b,c,d)). Further-441

more, there is evidence of heterogeneity in the dynamic compliances; pressure fluctuations cause a442

significant reduction in compliance at the lumen for all agonist levels (Fig. 5(c)), but only at higher443

agonist levels at the outer wall (Fig. 5(d)). A growing body of research [25, 16, 32] has shown444

that vascular smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts migrate up stiffness gradients and therefore the445

heterogeneities we have highlighted here may be implicated in structural remodelling of the airway.446

447

Matching pressure fluctuations experienced by the airway wall to length fluctuations in the tissue448

strip449

In order to investigate the role of tidal breathing and deep inspirations in modulating AHR, nu-450

merous experimental studies have involved application of length and force oscillations to ASM451
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strips [6, 34, 22, 29] and volume and pressure oscillations to isolated, intact airways [21, 28].452

Length oscillations applied to strips were shown to significantly decrease contractile force, a re-453

sponse which has been attributed predominantly to disruption of crossbridge cycling [27, 7]. In454

contrast, transmural pressure oscillations and DIs applied to intact airways appear to have only455

limited bronchodilatory effect [21, 28]. However, DIs at the whole organ level in vivo have been456

shown to have a strong bronchodilatory effect [24, 2]. In order to identify which components of457

the mechanical environment present in the airway (but absent in the tissue strip) may contribute458

to these discrepancies, in this work we have applied identical stretches to both and compared the459

resulting stresses. Due to the assumed circular geometry of the airway wall, as the airway deforms,460

the fibres at different positions within the airway wall experience different amounts of stretch. In461

contrast, a uniaxial stretch applied to a tissue strip, for which all of the fibres are parallel, results462

in a uniform stretch in all of the fibres. In order to make comparisons between the two geome-463

tries we used the fibre at the mid-point of the airway wall as a reference. The stretches, in the464

middle of the airway wall, that result from applying either static transmural pressure or dynamic465

transmural pressure fluctuations to the airway wall are thus applied to the tissue strip model and466

the resulting longitudinal stresses in the strip are determined and compared with hoop stresses in467

the airway wall. In this way we have translated the pressure fluctuations experienced by an air-468

way wall to application of identical length fluctuations to a tissue strip, thus eliminating one of the469

implicated confounding factors. We therefore suggest that in order to mimic the pressure fluctua-470

tions better, the tissue strip experiments should be guided by the auxotonic curves at the outer wall471

(Fig. 8(d)) since the stresses in the tissue strip are similar only to the outer wall stresses when the472

same stretches are applied (blue and green curves/loops in Fig. 7). That is, the length oscillations473

need to be applied to increasing lengths for increasing agonist to mimic zero transmural pressure474

but applied to decreasing lengths for increasing agonist to mimic transmural pressure of 10 cmH2O475

(Fig. 8(d)).476

477

Stress heterogeneity in the airway wall significantly affects predictions of auxotonic loading con-478

ditions479

The variation of stress heterogeneity across the airway wall with increasing agonist concentration480
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makes the difference in stress between the tissue strip and the airway even greater (Figs. 8, 7(d,g,h)).481

If the tissue-strip stretch were fixed and length oscillations applied about this reference length, we482

would see a dramatic increase in stress and a shift to more compliant parts of the stress-strain curve,483

in contrast with the decrease in hoop stress predicted for the auxotonic loading conditions that may484

operate in vivo (Fig. 8). Latourelle et al. [22] attempted to mimic the auxotonic loading conditions485

that may exist in vivo by using a model-based loading condition to drive a servo-controller in order486

to apply oscillations to tissue strips that were neither length nor force-driven. Their loading condi-487

tion, however, was based on the semi-empirical pressure-radius relationship of Lambert et al. [18]488

and the Laplace approximation for thin walls, which fails to account for the stress heterogeneity489

across the finite-thickness wall, resulting in iso-pressure curves that do not reflect the interactions490

of active and passive forces seen here and so depart significantly from those predicted with the491

present model (Fig. 8). Our model simulations also suggest that stress heterogeneities are further492

exaggerated in thickened airway walls that may occur as a result of airway remodelling (results not493

shown). We suggest that future experimental studies on tissue strips should utilise loading charac-494

teristics for both the lumen and outer wall as predicted here to deliver oscillations that mimic more495

closely the in vivo situation and therefore to obtain more realistic tissue response.496

497

Potential effects of stress heterogeneity on airway remodelling498

The large compressive stresses at the lumen (Fig. 7(a,c)) predicted above are, in part, a consequence499

of the inherent assumption in the model that ASM and collagen fibres are uniformly distributed500

across the airway. If the distribution of these were heterogeneous, so that collagen fibre density is501

higher near the lumen than at the outer wall, then the stress and compliance heterogeneity may be502

reduced. Indeed it seems unlikely that cells can reside in such heterogenous micromechanical en-503

vironments [11], raising important implications for tissue homeostasis and mechanotransduction,504

suggesting that airway remodelling (e.g. via ASM proliferation and collagen deposition [14] or505

recruitment of myofibroblasts up stiffness gradients [32]) may be driven by the necessity to reduce506

stress heterogeneity, potentially resulting in heterogenous fibre density distributions [13, 31, 35].507

Imaging studies such as those of Clifford et al. [5] which utilise 3D confocal microscopy to visu-508

alise ECM within the walls of pressurised blood vessels could be a powerful tool for determining509
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spatial distributions of ECM and ASM fibre density in the airway.510

511

Model limitations512

513

We have assumed an axisymmetric geometry for the airway which is unrealistic especially in514

strongly contracted airways where large compressive forces are likely to cause buckling and mu-515

cosal folding and thus modify the micromechanical stress environment. Additionally, the basement516

membrane, with its high collagen content, has not been explicitly modelled here. Instead we have517

opted to focus on the stress distributions within the stiffer smooth muscle layer (with its active com-518

ponents). An inner (passive) mucosal layer could be added in future studies, within which stress519

distributions would be modified to some extent. However, the mucosal layer is relatively soft com-520

pared to ASM and other wall components, so while the deformations might be quite dramatic,521

they may not have a major role on the overall airway stiffness. As it stands the stress predictions522

from the current model predict onset of buckling (as regions of compressive stress), which also523

depends on the relative stiffness of the muscle and mucosal layer [36]. Buckling at the inner wall524

can be anticipated for PTM = 0 near the inner wall (Fig. 4), where the stress becomes strongly525

compressive; the effect of buckling near the inner wall would likely be to reduce the magnitude of526

the compressive stress locally, without significantly altering tensile stress predictions elsewhere.527

We have shown that structural heterogeneity in the ASM fibre density (with greater ASM nearer528

the lumen than the outer wall) appears to further exaggerate stress heterogeneities predicted under529

the assumption of uniform fibre densities. We have however, had to limit the heterogeneity in fibre530

density to having a small gradient. We believe that steeper gradients in smooth muscle distribution531

may violate technical criteria that the underlying solid mechanics have to satisfy (such as convexity532

of the strain energy), demanding more profound adjustment to the model; this refinement will be533

considered in future studies.534

Although we have modelled a generic airway (potentially from any part of the tracheo-bronchial535

tree), we have previously validated the model behaviour specifically against experiments from536

LaPrad et al. [21] (details are given in Hiorns et al. [10]). The pressure-radius curves of the air-537

ways from their study indicate the presence of a passive strain-stiffening effect that is likely to538
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come from collagen as the main constituent of connective tissue in airways. By fitting the nonlin-539

ear elasticity parameter values C1 and C2, to their passive pressure-radius curves, we are able to540

identify behaviour specific to the airways they used in their study. In any case, ECM is present in541

essentially all tissues so there will always be some effect of the strain-stiffening behaviour of col-542

lagen, the extent of which will almost certainly be generation-dependent. Passive pressure-radius543

curves for airways from different generations could be used (e.g. [18, 9]) to apply our model544

more generally, and to integrate models of many airways in into a branching network, which will545

potentially have different effective pressure-area and stiffness-area curves when activated.546

There is considerable evidence that cells sense and respond to their mechanical environment547

[11] (and references therein); the internal stresses that are generated through cell-tissue interac-548

tions as demonstrated in this study, are therefore likely to feed back to the contractile machin-549

ery, cytoskeleton, cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. This mechanical feedback from macro- to550

micro-scale, which plays an important role in mechanotransduction, has not been accounted for551

here, but will be considered in future studies. An important limitation is that internal stresses in552

the airway wall are currently difficult to access experimentally, and so this work has not been vali-553

dated by direct comparison with measured data. However, we have carefully validated the airway554

model [10] against isolated intact airway experiments [21] and shown good agreement between555

simulation and experimental data for both static and dynamic airway airway calibre and thickness;556

the simulated stresses are thus predictions that we believe to be reasonably realistic subject to the557

limitations already mentioned.558

Given that the debate on the role of deep inspiration on modulating hyper-responsiveness has559

revolved around extrapolations of cell-level and tissue-strip behaviour, we believe that our tissue-560

level airway model that incorporates more of the in situ factors as well as accounting for dynamic561

cell-level effects suggests some useful new hypotheses. Whether or not these hypotheses are con-562

firmed requires further experiments and more detailed modelling studies.563

564

Summary565

In this work we have shown that the competition between passive properties of the ECM and566

the dynamically varying forces generated by the ASM, together with the circular geometry of the567
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intact airway, play an appreciable role in generating PTM -dependent hoop stress heterogeneities568

across the airway wall. These yield counter-intuitive auxotonic stress-radius load characteristics569

that differ significantly both qualitatively and quantitatively between the lumen and the outer wall570

of the airway. Stress heterogeneities also result in compliance heterogeneity, capturing the con-571

trasting stress-strain behaviour between the lumen and outer wall, and providing a mechanistic572

explanation for our counter-intuitive predictions. In particular, by accounting for both ECM and573

dynamic ASM behaviour we are able to compare dynamic hoop stresses generated in the airway574

wall (not currently amenable to experimental observation) with corresponding stresses in the tissue575

strip more accurately than previously possible. In doing so we conclude that, in tissue-strip experi-576

ments (even under auxotonic loading conditions), airway smooth muscle within the strip is subject577

to stresses that resemble the stress only at the outer boundary of the airway wall (not an average578

value as estimated by Laplace laws) and completely fail to replicate the stress environment near the579

lumen. We therefore suggest that if the tissue strip experiments are to represent the airway wall,580

then loading to the strip should utilise auxotonic loading characteristics at the outer wall. Corre-581

sponding lumen behaviour can then be predicted by appropriate use of the present model of a finite582

thickness airway. We have also shown that any modifications to the ECM content of a tissue-strip583

could further exaggerate the difference between stresses experienced by ASM cells in the tissue584

strip compared with those in the intact airway. We currently have little knowledge of how ASM585

cells respond to these stresses, but these should be investigated if we are to extrapolate observa-586

tions from isolated tissue experiments to behaviour in vivo. We thus suggest that the role of these587

stress heterogeneities in the development of AHR should be explored further both theoretically and588

experimentally.589
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APPENDIX - Model of tissue strip590

We assume that the tissue strip is long and thin, since the strips used by Fredberg et al. [6] measured591

2 x 3 x 20mm. Any boundary layers due to clamping are ignored, since the length is much greater592

than the height and width, which are roughly equal.593

A strip of unstressed equilibrium length Lu, subject to uniaxial strain, is considered, so that594

x = λ1X, y = λ1Y, s = λS, (A-1)

Here X , Y, S are Lagrangian Cartesian coordinates and x, y, s are coordinates in the deformed595

configuration. (S is used so as not to be confused with Z in the airway.) The deformation gradient596

tensor, F ≡ Gradx is given by597

[F] =


λ1 0 0

0 λ1 0

0 0 λ

 . (A-2)

Assuming incompressibility, λλ21 = 1, implying that λ1 = 1/
√
λ. Therefore the left and right598

Cauchy Green stress tensors, B ≡ FFT and C ≡ FTF, are given by599

[B] = [C] =


1/λ 0 0

0 1/λ 0

0 0 λ2

 . (A-3)

In our previous model of the airway wall [10], we assumed an incompressible Neo-Hookean600

material embedded with two sets of helical fibres symmetrically disposed about the circumferential601

direction. These fibres have two functions; they produce a contractile force from activated airway602

smooth muscle (ASM) and during inflation they stiffen the airway to mimic collagen. Here, both603

sets of fibres are assumed to be aligned to the s-axis of the strip to mimic “cutting” of the strip604

from the original airway, so that the undeformed directions of the two sets of fibres are given by605

M1 = M2 = es. In the deformed configuration m1 = m2 = λes.606
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The strain-energy function of a Neo-Hookean material is607

W =
µ(a)

2
(I1 − 3), (A-4)

where µ(a) is the shear modulus and I1 ≡ tr(C) is the first strain invariant of C. Two other terms608

are included in the strain-energy function to take into account the strain-stiffening and active force609

generation. As with our airway model [10], we use the anisotropic model of Holzapfel et al. [12]610

to take into account the fibre-stiffening, so that611

Wani(I4, I6) =
C1

2C2

∑
f=4,6

H(If − 1)
{

exp
[
C2(If − 1)2

]
− 1
}
. (A-5)

C1 > 0 is a stress-like parameter taking into account the density of the fibres in the matrix, while612

C2 > 0 is a dimensionless parameter that controls the nonlinear increase in the stiffness of the613

fibres as they stretch. The Heaviside function H(If − 1) is included so that the collagen fibres are614

recruited only when stretched. The additional strain invariants are defined as I4 ≡ M1 · (CM1)615

and I6 ≡M2 · (CM2), so that I4 = I6 = λ2 are the square of the stretches of the fibres, which due616

to the symmetry are stretched equally.617

We assume that the active force, A, generated by ASM cells within the fibres is only implicitly618

dependent on fibre stretch (via the the HHM model for acto-myosin dynamics) and therefore is619

independent of I4 and I6; i.e., the stretch affects the applied velocity (which feeds into the HHM620

model [10]), which in turn modifies the distributions of the cross-bridge species and therefore621

affects the value of A. To ensure that the active component of the Cauchy stress tensor matches622

the general form described by Ambrosi and Pezzuto [1], namely623

τ act = A (m1 ⊗m1 + m2 ⊗m2) , (A-6)

we model the active component of the strain-energy function as:624

Wact =
A

2
(I4 + I6). (A-7)
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Determination of A at each time step of a length oscillation is based on the solution of the PDE’s625

governing the HHM model for acto-myosin dynamics. The coupled system of equations are solved626

numerically, the full details of which are given in the Supplementary Material of Ref [10].627

By summing the Neo-Hookean, anisotropic and active contributions, we arrive at the same628

strain-energy function as was used for the airway wall [10] , so that629

W =
µ(a)

2
(I1 − 3) +H(λ− 1)

C1

C2

(
exp

[
C2

(
λ2 − 1

)2]− 1
)

+ Aλ2, (A-8)

with the Heaviside function in the middle term allowing recruitment of collagen fibres only when630

the strip is stretched λ > 1. The non-zero components of the Cauchy stress tensor are631

τxx = τyy = −p+
µ(a)

λ
, (A-9)

τss = −p+ λ2
(
µ(a) + 2A

)
+H(λ− 1)4C1(λ

2 − 1)λ2 exp
[
C2(λ

2 − 1)2
]
. (A-10)

Assuming that the sides of the strip are stress-free, p = 1/λ and632

τxx = τyy = 0, (A-11)

τss = λ2
(
µ(a) + 2A

)
− µ(a)

λ
+H(λ− 1)4C1(λ

2 − 1)λ2 exp
[
C2(λ

2 − 1)2
]
. (A-12)

Conservation of momentum is satisfied and633

x =
X√
λ
, y =

Y√
λ
, s = λS. (A-13)

We assume that λ is prescribed as we apply length oscillations to match the strains applied to the634

airway via PTM oscillations. To model application of force oscillations, τss would be prescribed.635
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Figure captions745

Fig. 1. Schematic of the circular ASM and collagen fibres embedded within the intact isolated746

airway wall and the virtual tissue strip as though cut from the original airway. In reality the strips747

can be as long as depicted; e.g. typical dimensions from Lan et al. [20] are 11.5 mm wide, 0.20.3748

mm thick, and ∼6 mm in length from a sheep trachea that has a diameter ∼ 25mm.749

Fig. 2.The airway is assumed to be an axisymmetric cylinder of fixed length. Ra and Rb are the750

undeformed radii of the inner wall of the airway (lumen) and outer wall of the airway respectively.751

ra and rb are the corresponding deformed radii. Rings of ASM and collagen fibres are embedded752

into the airway with representative fibres shown as dashed lines located at a general radius R and753

r in the undeformed and deformed states respectively. There are many such fibres, represented in754

the model as a density. The active contractile force, A, produced within the fibres is governed by755

the Huxley-Hai-Murphy model developed by Mijailovich et al. [27] which combines the Huxley756

sliding theory [15] and and the Hai-Murphy four-state theory [8] (see [10] for details). The tissue757

strip is assumed to be long and thin. Fibres are embedded in the strip along the s-axis (shown by758

dashed lines). Material parameters are the same as in the airway wall. Application of transmural759

pressure fluctuations and agonist in the model gives predictions of time-dependent circumferential760

strains and stresses within the airway. The dynamic circumferential strain at the undeformed mid-761

point of the wall (Rb − Ra)/2 is applied to the tissue strip as a length fluctuation which results762

in the generation of dynamic longitudinal stress. The predicted circumferential (hoop) stress and763

longitudinal stresses are compared with each other.764

Fig. 3.(a) Static hoop stress plotted as a function of position within the airway wall at PTM = 7.5cm765

H2O for increasing agonist, with the black curve representing hoop stress distribution at zero ag-766

onist and the red curve the highest agonist level k1 = 0.05, used in Protocol 1 simulations. (b)767

Schematic illustrating the magnitude of the active force, A (width of the arrows indicate magni-768

tude), relative to the passive forces within a tissue element near the lumen and the outer wall. Near769

the lumen, the active force can be smaller than the passive force and so the resulting hoop stress770

on neighbouring elements can be compressive (i.e. τθθ < 0) while at the outer wall the active force771

can be much greater generating a tensile hoop stress (τθθ > 0). ECM contributes to the passive772
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forces as it is recruited during stretch, but not during shortening when it becomes de-recruited..773

Fig. 4.(a) Static hoop stress at the outer wall plotted as a function of the outer radius and (b)774

static hoop stress at the lumen plotted as a function of lumen radius for increasing agonist (black775

curves; k1 = 0 up to k1 = 0.05). Points on the black curves that are of equal transmural pressure776

are connected by the red and blue curves and are effectively transmural pressure isolines. Green777

hoop-stress/radius loops are results of the Protocol 1 simulations showing the effect of increasing778

agonist on transmural pressure oscillations of fixed amplitude with PTM0=7.5cmH2O. Magenta779

hoop-stress/radius loops are results of Protocol 2 simulations in which increasing amplitude pres-780

sure oscillations are applied about PTM0=5cmH2O at a fixed agonist level. The dark blue solid781

circle refers to the unactivated, unstressed state, the cyan solid circle refers to the baseline (ini-782

tially prestressed) state (B) and the grey solid circle refers to the contracted (C) state (i.e., after783

application of agonist) for Protocol 2 simulations. Short green arrows indicate the shift from the784

static hoop stress and radius at PTM0 to the mean hoop stress and radius of each green loop for785

Protocol 1 simulations indicated by the black open circles. Magenta arrows indicate the shift from786

the grey solid circle for the Protocol 2 simulations. Inset (a): a zoom-in of the isopressure curves787

for PTM0=2.5 and 5 cmH2O showing modification in hoop stress - radius behaviour. Inset (b):788

dimensionless hoop-stress at lumen and outer wall as functions of strain overlaid on each other to789

illustrate different stress-strain behaviour at the two airway locations.790

Fig. 5.(a-b) Static stiffness at the lumen plotted as a function of the lumen radius (yellow curves)791

and the static stiffness at the outer wall plotted as a function of the outer wall radius (green curves)792

for (a) zero agonist and (b) application of the highest agonist level (k = 0.05). The stiffness is793

determined by calculating the slope of the stress-radius curves in Fig. 4. Solid blue, cyan and grey794

circles indicate the static stiffness at static PTM = 0, 7.5 and 10 cm H2O respectively.(c) Lumen795

and (d) outer wall compliances (the reciprocal of the slope of the stress-radius curves) for each796

agonist level used in Protocol 1 simulations, for PTM = 0, 7.5 and 10 cm H2O (blue, cyan and797

grey bars respectively) and dynamic compliances (red bars) for each agonist level resulting from798

application of PTM fluctuations about PTM0 = 7.5 cm H2O. The dynamic compliances shown799

here are calculated by determining the reciprocal of the mean slope of the green loops (Protocol 1800

simulations) in Fig. 4.801
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Fig. 6. (a) Normalised ASM density per unit volume within the airway wall plotted as a function802

of normalised airway wall radius representing a uniform distribution of ASM across the whole803

layer (blue curve) and localisation of ASM closer to the lumen in which the distribution β(R) ∝804

exp (−13.1(R−Ra)
2) (orange curve). (b) Static internal (red curves) and external (blue curves)805

stress plotted as a function of lumen and outer radius respectively, for passive airways (solid),806

activated uniformly distributed ASM (dashed) and activated non-uniformly distributed ASM (dot-807

dashed). (c) Protocol 1 dynamic lumen hoop stress-radius loops for uniform ASM (blue) and808

non-uniform ASM (orange). (d) Protocol 1 dynamic outer hoop stress-radius loops for uniform809

ASM (blue) and non-uniform ASM (orange). All activation is with k1 = 0.025s−1.810

Fig. 7. Plots of the dynamic hoop stress as a function of dynamic stretch (resulting from applica-811

tion of PTM fluctuations) at the inner (red) and outer (green) boundaries of the airway wall and812

longitudinal stress in a tissue strip (blue) plotted as a function of (a) k1 and (b-c) ∆PTM . In (b-c)813

B on the x-axis refers to the baseline (initially prestressed) state (cyan circle in Fig. 4) and C refers814

to the contracted state i.e., after application of agonist (grey circle in Fig. 4). The stress in the815

tissue strip results from imposition of the stretch experienced by fibres at the midpoint of the air-816

way wall. Also plotted is the resultant stress in a modified strip (black) i.e. when the influence of817

the ASM and collagen are respectively increased and decreased by 50%. The left column contains818

results for Protocol 1, with the dashed and solid lines indicating the static and tidal transmural pres-819

sures (respectively). Dynamic force-length loops for a single pressure oscillation are shown for (d)820

k1 = 0.005, (g) k1 = 0.025 and (j) k1 = 0.05. Results for Protocol 2 are shown for either g1 = 0.1821

(middle column) or g1 = 0.01 (right column) - a parameter that governs the strain-dependent de-822

tachment of so-called latch bridges (in the HHM model). Dynamic force-length loops for a single823

pressure oscillation are shown for (e,f) ∆PTM = 1.25 cmH20, (h,i) ∆PTM = 2.5 cmH20 and (k,l)824

∆PTM = 5 cmH20. Note that for dynamic cases the stress is plotted at the end of a complete825

oscillation.826

Fig. 8. (a) Hoop stress at outer wall plotted as a function of outer radius for increasing agonist827

(black curves) as in Fig. 4(a), with transmural pressure iso-lines (red curves). Lowest black square828

is hoop stress and outer radius in the undeformed, unactivated state. Heavy black curve on the zero829

agonist curve indicates change in hoop stress and outer radius as a result of increasing transmural830
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pressure from 0 to 7.5cmH2O in the unactivated airway. Green diamonds indicate longitudinal831

stress that would be applied to a tissue strip held at fixed length in the presence of increasing832

agonist (isometric experiments); green arrows indicate initial paths that may be taken to apply833

length oscillations. Blue squares indicate operating points of longitudinal stress and tissue-strip834

length, for a strip under a fixed load (isotonic experiments) in the presence of increasing agonist;835

blue arrows indicate initial paths that may be taken to apply force oscillations. Solid red circles836

indicate operating points of hoop stress and outer wall radius in the presence of increasing agonist837

for fixed static transmural pressure for which both force and radius vary (auxotonic loading) along838

the initial paths indicated by the red arrows. (b) Force-length load characteristics predicted by839

Latourelle et al. [22] for an airway by assuming the pressure-radius relationship of Lambert et al.840

[18] and the Laplace approximation for thin walls (reproduced with permission from the APS).841

F/Fo is the muscle force relative to optimal force; L/Lmax is the muscle length relative to Lmax842

(the length of relaxed muscle at a transpulmonary pressure of 30 cmH2O). Equivalent stress-radius843

load characteristics for our model at (c) the lumen and (d) the outer wall (extracted from blue and844

red curves in Fig. 4) for PTM ranging from 0 to 10 cm H2O. τmax and rmax are the hoop stress and845

radius respectively at either the lumen or at the outer wall at PTM = 10 cm H2O.846
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